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Messageware NavGuard

Messageware NavGuard is available for Exchange Server 
2003, 2007 and 2010.

For a free trial or a live demo of the software call 
1-905-812-0638 today 
or go to www.messageware.com and click on the 
Free Trial button 

Prevent unauthorized access to OWA accounts

NavGuard works closely with other security products such as ISA and RSA, to provide a complete security 
solution. These authentication and security products secure the infrastructure and perimeter of networks; 
the point at which passwords or tokens are collected; Unfortunately they don't specifically address Web 
mail applications such as OWA. NavGuard is designed to work with OWA to provide critical security beyond 
the capability of these products by monitoring when a user has navigated away from an active OWA session 
and ensuring that the session is not inadvertently left active for the next user to hijack. Security settings can 
be configured based on users, groups, IP addresses and corporate devices. 

NavGuard protects OWA sessions with a friendly prompt which alerts the user to a security 
exposure that could occur when the user leaves the current OWA session active and surfs to 
a new page. NavGuard requires the user to either log off before continuing to another 
website, or return to the current active OWA Session. 

Logoff from OWA Required if a user wishes to 
browse to another page as NavGuard monitors OWA 
usage and identifies when a user is creating security 
vulnerability by navigating away from an active OWA 
session

Navigation is Detected if the user browses away 
by entering a URL into the address bar, presses the 
home button, the back button, or clicks on refresh 

Prevents Unauthorized Individuals from 
accessing corporate information, simply by hitting the 
‘back’ button on a screen where the previous user 
didn’t log out

ISA & RSA Compatibility We work closely with 
other perimeter based security products such as ISA 
and RSA two factor authentication to provide a 
complete security solution.

Customizable Security Policies NavGuard can be 
configured by the Exchange Systems Administrator to 
apply different security policies based on criteria such 
as logon ID or Security Group membership, IP address 
and Corporate Device Recognition
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